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Introduction
Cougars In Heat is like nothing you have seen before. It's a brand new site, by a brand new studio,
filmed by a brand new crew. Sometimes that means it sucks, but in this case... the only thing sucking are
the thirty-something year old mouths of some of porn's hottest mature ladies. Big breasted beauties
whose sexual peek and porn prime are on a collision course with each other!

Adult Review
When a younger porn starlet starts to mature in age she has only two choices. She can become a more passive MILF who
hopes men and women still find her attractive enough to fuck, or she can learn to become aggressive and seek out sex on her
own terms as one of the Cougars In Heat!
  
  This sexy website features some of the biggest names in porn including Puma Swede, Ava Devine and Nina Hartley
performing in brand new exclusive scenes never before seen anywhere else. Making these collectors items even more
amazing, each is filmed in crisp clear 1280x720 High-definition video that brings the action to you in such high quality that
you'll feel like you can reach out and touch these lovely Cougars with your cock!
  
  1000x668 high-resolution pictorials and complete screen-grab sets accompany every update as well. These can be enjoyed
as part of an online slide-show built into the site interface, downloaded as desktop wallpaper, or printed for personal
scrap-book pages to preserve some of the true legends of the skin biz in your own personal collectors archive.
  
  Each Cougars In Heat update can be downloaded in multiple formats or viewed online as a Flash streaming porn film if you
prefer. No matter what your computer setup is, you'll be able to find the perfect size and file type for your own use. Hell, they
even give you Ipod formated versions for perverts on the go!
  
  The site will soon be part of a larger network of top quality adult movie websites and until those other sites go online they
are offering a large number of bonus feeds as well. Priced at under thirty bucks a month, this is a tour well worth taking
because of the free porn video trailers and quality pictures offered on it. Signup to Cougars In Heat and your craving for top
quality HD MILF porn will finally be satisfied!

Porn Summary
Agressive, sexy and experienced. Cougars In Heat are lovely ladies who finally hit their sexual peek, years after they became
pornstars. Now that they have both the libido and the sexual experience necessary to be passionate lovers all they need is
someone worthy of their affection. Isn't that you?!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'These ladies are getting older in a whole new way!'
Quality: 95  Updates: 89 Exclusive: 90 Interface: 85
Support: 95 Unique: 85    Taste: 96        Final: 92

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Exclusive, MILF, PornStars
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